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Abstract 

This paper presents a code scheme for data bit error detection in the semiconductor 

memory devices. Conventional error detecting method by using the ATM-8 HEC code 

has a significant amounts of area-overhead (~700 XOR gates), and long processing 

time(XOR 6 stage). Therefore it leads to a considerable burden on the timing margin at 

the time of reading and writing of the low power memory devices for CRC(Cyclic 

Redundancy Check) calculations. The proposed error detecting scheme which is based 

on the parity check is improved area-overhead and decreased error detection delay time. 

The double bit error detection coverage has improved up to 77% compared with 

conventional method.  
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1. Introduction 

As the computer system process speed becomes faster, valid data window (tDV:Data 

Valid Window) is a crucial part for reliable data transmission and it is the main reason 

that cause data transmission error between semiconductor memory device and computer 

system.[1] Especially, as the device uses lower electrical power, its importance 

correspondingly increases. As the semiconductor such as DDR4 SDRAM (Double Data 

Rate 4 Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory) and GDDR5(Graphic 

DDR5) required more high speed data rate and less power, CRC(Cyclic Redundancy 

Check) and DBI(Data Bus Inversion) functions have been implemented.[2,3,5,6] 

Usually, ATM-8 HEC code is adopted in the CRC, which is error detecting function 

when the data transmit between system and memory. This code scheme check the 

data bit error for the 8 DQ, 64 bit data during 4 clock cycle(8 UI : Unit Interval). 

The following Table 1 shows detailed bit mapping for a DDR4 x8 device that 

includes CRC bits. 

Table 1. Data Bit Mapping of 8UI DQ Data and CRC for X8 DDR4 
Devices 

 

In the Table 1, CRC0~CRC7 bits are added to detect the data bit corruption and 

ATM-8 HEC code generate the error correcting code from the polynomial 
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+x+1. The syndrome polynomial for error checks are consisted of S0 ~ S7. [9] 

Unfortunately, many conventional CRC polynomials provide eventually less error 

detection capability than they might. So, we need to focus on the implementation 

for proper CRC for the error detection system [7]. 

 

 

The detection circuit produced from the polynomial is made of 6 layers of XOR 

gate logic, and in total it has the overhead of over 700 XOR gate. The CRC 

calculation gives a lot of burden to the internal timing margin when the XOR gate 

is consisted of 6 layers. When DDR4 SDRAM transfer the seamless data during 

Burst Length(BL) 8, it should not exceed the tCCD(CAS to CAS Delay time = 

5nCK). For these reasons, the designer should make sure that the circuit will not 

exceed tCCD. However, DRAM allows the CRC calculation for the time amount of 

4nCK-α . α  is the flight time for CRC calculation, when it pass through 

GIO(Global IO) from DRAM core and it reach to DQ buffer. This time factor 

increase tCL(CAS Latency). Considering that a XOR gate delay time is 120ps in 

3.2Gbps (tCL=1.25ns), which seems difficult to meet in slow PVT conditions in a 

conventional technology. Furthermore, the difficulty becomes worse in the low 

power memory device [2, 4]. 

In this paper, a new CRC methodology which is based on the DBI is proposed to 

reduce the CRC calculation delay time and area overhead for high-speed memory 

devices. The proposed method was derived out of the idea that DBI data can be 

utilized to detect data bit errors. Table 1 also shows the data bit mapping for the 

DBI as well. With the proposed method, this paper presents an efficient CRC 

design method for high-speed memory devices and quantitatively analyzes the 

improvements made and the errors detected. 

 

2. Previous Work 
 

2.1. ATM-8 HEC Code 

There are two way CRC application, that is serial and parallel implementation. The 

serial implementation is shown in Figure 1 for the case where the polynomial divisor is 

g(x)=x
8
+x

2
+x+1. Figure 2 shows the case of parallel scheme for the same polynomial 

divisor [10]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Serial Polynomial for g(x)=x8+x2+x+1 

 

 

CRC0 = d69 ⊕ d68 ⊕ d67 ⊕ d66 ⊕ d64 ⊕ d63 ⊕ d60 ⊕ d56 ⊕ d54 ⊕ d53 ⊕ d52 ⊕ d50 ⊕ 

d49 ⊕ d48 ⊕ d45 ⊕ d43 ⊕ d40 ⊕ d39 ⊕ d35 ⊕ d34 ⊕ d31⊕ d30 ⊕ d28 ⊕ d23 ⊕ 

d21 ⊕ d19 ⊕ d18 ⊕ d16 ⊕ d14 ⊕ d12 ⊕ d8 ⊕ d7 ⊕ d6 ⊕ d0 

S0 = d69 ⊕ d68 ⊕ d67 ⊕ d66 ⊕ d64 ⊕ d63 ⊕ d60 ⊕ d56 ⊕ d54 ⊕ d53 ⊕ d52 ⊕ d50 ⊕ d49 

⊕ d48 ⊕ d45 ⊕ d43 ⊕ d40 ⊕ d39 ⊕ d35 ⊕ d34 ⊕ d31⊕ d30 ⊕ d28 ⊕ d23 ⊕ d21 (1) 

⊕ d19 ⊕ d18 ⊕ d16 ⊕ d14 ⊕ d12 ⊕ d8 ⊕ d7 ⊕ d6 ⊕ d0 ⊕ CRC0 
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Figure 2. Parallel Implementation for g(x)=x8+x2+x+1 

Parallel implementation is suitable for the high-speed computer systems even 

though parallel scheme is expensive solutions. But it is not enough for the system, 

which need more than 3.2Gbps clock speed like DDR4 SDRAM, GDDR5. For 

example, in the case of ATM-8 HEC code need 6 stages of 2-input XOR gates. To 

maintain seamless data transfer in DDR4 SDRAM, CRC operation time should not 

exceed CAS to CAS delay time(tCCD). So, the CRC calculation should be 

completed within a CRC time < tCCD = 5nCK. From the CRC time constraints, 

each XOR gate delay time to be allocated less than 120ps. In a convention DRAM 

process, this time constraints seems hard to meet in slow PVT conditions. To solve 

this problem, CAS Latency (CL) should be increased to guarantee proper timing 

slots. In the end, it results in a loss of effective bandwidth for a system [4,8]. 

 

2.2. CRC by Using the DBI (Data Bus Inversion) 

In the high speed semiconductor memory devices, a shortage of internal timing 

increases for the CRC calculation. Because the conventional parallel CRC scheme using 

ATM-8 HEC code requires many additional circuit (more than 2-input XOR 700 gates) 

and long processing delay time (6 stage XOR gate). To improve the circuit overhead and 

gate delay time, CRC scheme by the DBI function mixed with parity checksum has been 

proposed. DBI function has been adopted to improve of data transmission speed for high 

speed semiconductor memory. But this CRC scheme has low error detection coverage for 

the double bit error compare to conventional CRC. Figure 3 shows the CRC decoder by 

using the DBI. 

This scheme has established error check code based on the parity check bit, which was 

mixed with DBI data. Basically, an odd-parity check system can detect only the number 

of 1’s is odd. Because odd-parity check system make the parity bit ‘1’ when an odd 

number of ‘1’ bits are in the data. Therefore, even number of ‘1’ bits have to be check to 

compensate the missing error bits from odd-parity check system. DBI include 

information on the number of ‘1’ of the total data bits. So, an even number of bit errors 

can be detected from the DBI characteristic. If DBI is enabled, then when the driver is 

sending out data on a lane, it counts the number of ‘1’ bits. It can classify ‘1’ bits of data 

as if the number is even or odd. 
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Figure 3. CRC Decoder by Using the DBI 

3. CRC Scheme by Using the DBI 

This paper presents a CRC scheme which is improve previous CRC by using the DBI 

scheme. DBI is consists of full adder (F/A) and from this we can extract the information 

of even number of data. Actually, DBI feature has been applied to reduce the SSO 

(Simultaneous Switching Output) noise and improve the signal integrity for the high 

speed data rate communication system. If more than four bits of a byte lane are Low then 

DBI invert output data. Hence, DBI enables fewer bits switching, which results in less 

noise and a better data eye. DBI feature was already shown in the Figure 3. 

Furthermore, we can extract the number of double and sextuple of ‘1’ bits from the 

DBI feature. And then, it can extract the position of double 1’s and sextuple 1’s. This 

information will apply to the proposed CRC to improve double bits error detection 

coverage. New CRC scheme is shown in the Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Proposed CRC Scheme 

The proposed CRC’s syndrome polynomial is shown below. 

 (2) 

When data write to the memory, DB_s signal will send from system to memory and 
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then check the data error between DB_s and DB_m. Simultaneously, calculate the CRC 

syndrome polynomial S0~S7 in the memory. Finally, the odd data error can be detected 

by comparing the system data CRC_s and CRC_m. CRC_s is the system data, which is 

send to the memory and CRC_m is the generated data in the memory which is based on 

the DQ data in the memory. Also, the partial even data error can be detected by 

comparing the system data DB_s/DBI_s and DB_m/DBI_m. Figure 5 shows the 

proposed CRC configuration. The expression (3) shows the whole error detection 

components. 

 

 

Figure 5. Proposed CRC System Configuration 

E1 = DBI_s ⊕ DBI_m, E2 = DB_s ⊕ DB_m, E3 = CRC_s ⊕ CRC_m 

Error = E1 + E2  + E3           (3) 

Proposed CRC bit mapping configuration needs to change from the Table 1 for DDR4 

data configuration. UI9 is fixed to High in the Table 1 which means that UI9 is wasted. 

So proposed scheme use the UI9 for mapping the DB_s data. Therefore UI9 of DQ0 is 

replaced to the DB_s of the UI0’s all DQ data. In the same way, UI9 of DQ1 is replaced 

to the DB_s of the UI1’s all DQ data. All the DB_s of UI9 is consists of the same way as 

before. 

 

4. Error Detection and Coverage 

Proposed CRC has odd parity check bit. Therefore all odd bit error can be detected 

like single, triple, quintuple and septuple bit error in the all DQ for each UI.  

 

4.1. Double bit Error Detection 

From the DB_s and DB_m of expression (3), by counting the number of ‘1’ among the 

DQ data, double bit error can be detected. Furthermore, by extracting the position of the 

double bit errors, it can improve the error detection coverage. For example, when the data 

“1100 0000” was received from the original data “00000000”, double error can be 

detected by comparing the DB_s and DB_m. Because DB include the information of the 

double data of “1”. The other example, for the original data “11110000” when the double 

error occurred, the basic possible error patterns are “11000000”, “11101000” and 

“11111100”. The possible double error patterns for the “11000000” could be extended to 

the “01100000” and “0011 0000”.  Therefore these error patterns could be detected the 

same way as before. In the case of pattern “1110100”, it could be detected double error 

by comparing the signal POS1_s and POS1_m. Table 2 shows the double error patterns 

for each DQ which is classified the original pattern of the number of “1”. From this 

classified 9 patterns, we can extract all of the possible 28 error patterns for each classified 

patterns. Table 2 shows all of the extended double error patterns for the classified 

original pattern “11111110”. For the pattern “11111110” of the #8, there are 28ea of the 
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extended error patterns. And 16ea error patterns among the whole 28ea errors could 

detected. All of the number of combinations for each UI is 252(=C(8,2)*9). Proposed 

CRC scheme has 77% double error detecting coverage. 

Table 2. Error Patterns for the Classified Original Pattern of the  
Number of “1” 

 
 

4.2. Other Even Bit Error Detection 

For the quadruple bit error patterns can be categorized the same way as before. There 

are 630ea possible combinations for the error pattern, and total error detection coverage 

has 73%. Also, the error detection coverage is 96.5% for the sextuple bit error patterns 

which has 252ea possible combinations for the error pattern. In the case of octuple bit 

error, its error detection coverage is 88.9%. 

 

4.3. CRC Implementation 

Proposed CRC scheme is consisted of even parity checks syndrome (S0~S7) which 

has 4 stage XOR gate. The even parity scheme can’t detect double bit error. To resolve 

this, additional error detecting scheme need for double bit error. Therefore, this paper 

show how can detect the double bit error by extracting the number of “1” data from DBI, 

and improved error detection coverage. Figure 6 shows the proposed CRC circuits block. 

 

 

Figure 6. Proposed CRC Circuits 
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Table 3 shows the overhead comparison data between conventional CRC and 

proposed CRC method. 

Table 3. Overhead Comparison Data 

 
 

5. Conclusion 

Proposed CRC scheme has implemented low cost and high speed CRC system. 

Conventional CRC function in the system has implemented by using ATM-8 HEC code 

which has 6 stage XOR gates. On the other hand, proposed CRC scheme has reduced to 4 

stage XOR gates by using counting the number of “1” from the DBI and parity checks. 

The comparing data for the area overhead has shown in the Table 3. Finally, double bit 

error coverage improved to 77% from the previous CRC scheme, and error detection 

coverage is better than conventional CRC for the other bit errors. Table 4 shows the 

comparison data for the error detection coverage. 

Table 4. Error Coverage Comparison Data 
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